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Introduction
Thank you for choosing the Battery Module (BC-E11A).
This Battery Module is designed specifically for E11A serise and A11H serise.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
This manual contains important instructions for BC-E11A that should be followed during installation
and maintenance of the batteries to protect the safety of the service technician* and the customers. To
use the Battery Module correctly and safely, read this manual before using the Battery Module. Also
read the Instruction Manual of the UPS for details of the functions and operation. After reading, please
keep it handy for convenient reference with the Instruction manual of the UPS.
This Battery Module is intended for installation in a temperature-controlled indoor environment free of
conductive contaminants.
･ Operating temperature: 0 to 40 ﾟ C (32 to 104 ﾟ F)
UPS is an abbreviation for Uninterruptible Power Supply.
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* Service technician
This term is used to indicate service technicians from SANYO DENKI or entrusted from SANYO DENKI
with knowledge of this Battery Module and UPS.
Maintenance work must not be performed by other than a qualified service technician.

Before Use

§1. Before Use
The procedures to install and use the UPS and Battery Module safely are described in this manual. Be sure to
proceed as instructed.

§1.1 Checking Models
This Battery Module is designed specifically for E11A serise and A11H serise. Therefore the battery module
should be connected to specified UPS.
Check the Battery Module model and UPS model. See the MODEL in the main name plate of the UPS
to check the UPS model.
See the table and be sure to use the battery module and UPS with following configuration.

Battery Module
Model

BC-E11A102US

BC-E11A102USL

BC-E11A152US

BC-E11A152USL

BC-E11A202US

BC-E11A202USL

BC-E11A302US100V

BC-E11A302US

Connecting
unit qty.

Backup
time
(min.)

1

20

2

40

3

60

1

30

2

60

1

20

2

40

3

60

1

30

2

60

1

20

2

40

3

60

1

30

2

60

1

15

2

30

3

45

1

20

2

40

3

60

UPS model
E11A series
Rated output
voltage

UL Standard

A11H series
Rated output
−
UL Standard
voltage
E11A102A011
120V
A11H102U011

E11A102U001
100V model E11A102U001J
200V model E11A102U011 E11A102A002
E11A102U011J E11A102A012
E11A102U002
100V model E11A102U002J
200V model E11A102U012
E11A102U012J
E11A152U001 E11A152A001
E11A152U001J E11A152A011
E11A152U011
E11A152U011J

120V

A11H152U011

E11A202U001 E11A202A001
100V model E11A202U001J E11A202A011
200V model E11A202U011
E11A202U011J E11A202A002
E11A202A012
E11A202U002
100V model E11A202U002J
200V model E11A202U012
E11A202U012J

120V

A11H202U011

E11A302U001 E11A302A001
100V model E11A302U001J E11A302A011
E11A302U011
E11A302U011J

120V

A11H302U011

100V model

100V model

200V model

E11A302U002 E11A302A002
E11A302U002J E11A302A012
E11A302U012
E11A302U012J

−

−
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Safety Precautions

§2. Safety Precautions
PRECAUTIONS
(IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS)
Before installing, operating, performing maintenance or inspecting the Battery Module, be sure to read this
manual carefully to obtain a clear understanding of the information related to its operation, safety and
important precautions. This manual is for the batteries. Please read the UPS Instruction Manual for details
about the functions and operation of the UPS.
This manual described two warning levels, WARNING and CAUTION, as described below.

Label

Explanation

！ WARNING

Denotes immediate hazards which WILL probably cause severe bodily
injury or death, as a result incorrect operation.

CAUTION

Denotes hazards which COULD cause bodily injury and product or property
damage, as a result incorrect operation.

！

Additionally, even those hazards denoted by

!
△

CAUTION

could lead to a serious accident, so the

instructions should be strictly followed.
The following labels indicate particularly important instructions which must be carefully followed. The
graphic symbols indicate prohibited and mandatory actions.

Symbol

Explanation
Indicates actions that must

not be allowed to occur (prohibited actions).

Indicates actions that must

be taken (mandatory actions).

！

: This example signifies the mandatory actions.
: This example signifies that the equipment must be securely grounded.

Indicates CAUTION (including WARNING).
Specific information appears within the graphic symbol or in an explanation
nearby.
！ : This example signifies the general caution.
: This example signifies that there is danger of electric shock.
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1. Relocation and Transportation Precautions

！ CAUTION
Be careful to avoid falling or dropping the Battery Module during relocation or transportation, as bodily injury
could result.
Be careful to avoid back strain when handling the Battery Module.
To avoid bodily injury caused by dropping the Battery Module, do not tilt it more than 10 degrees to either side
when moving the Battery Module vertically. Take preventative measures to avoid dropping the vertically if it
must be tilted more than 10 degrees when moving it.

2. Installation Precautions

！ CAUTION
This Battery Module (and UPS) should not be used in the other environment, for example, a general
home environment where a technically qualified personnel is not in. Improper installation can result in
electric shock, bodily injury, and/or fire.
Never operate or store the Battery Module in the following environmental conditions.
Doing so may cause the Battery Module to malfunction, sustain damage or deteriorate,

！

which could result in a fire.
a. In ambient environmental conditions other than those specified in the product brochure and instruction
manual (temperature 0 to 40 C (32 to 104ﾟF), relative humidity 20 to 90%), such as in extremely high or low
temperature and high humidity.
b. Where the Battery Module is exposed to direct sunlight.
c. Where the Battery Module is directly exposed to the heat from a heat source, such as a stove.
d. Where the Battery Module may be subject to vibration or physical shock.
e. Near a device that may emit sparks.
f. In the presence of dust, salt or corrosive or flammable gas.
g. Outdoors
Be careful not to block the air intake and exhaust vents of the Battery Module.
Keep the front and back of the Battery Module at least 20 cm away from the wall.
Be careful not to block the air intake and exhaust vents of the Battery Module. If the air intake or exhaust
vent is blocked, the internal temperature of the Battery Module rises, which could cause battery deterioration
resulting in a fire. For maintenance, the Battery Module requires at least 1 m (39.4 inches) space at the front
and back.
The space around the Battery Module must be ventilated. Unless the ventilation airflow is
maintained, gas produced by battery charging could result in rupture or explosion of the case.
Install the Battery Module on a stable surface capable of bearing the weight of the Battery Module in the
correct manner specified in this manual. If the Battery Module is installed incorrectly, impact or vibration
could cause it to fall or move inadvertently, resulting in bodily injury. Be careful to avoid back strain.
Move packaging such as plastic bags and film and accessories such as screws to a place that is out of reach of
children. If a child, for example, places film over his or her head or swallows a screw, there is a danger of
suffocation.

！

3. Wiring Precautions

！ CAUTION
Wiring should be performed only by technically qualified personnel.
Incorrect wiring can result in electric shock and/or fire.
Attach the cable cover securely in the manner specified for grounding.
Failure to attach the cable cover may result in electric shock.

！
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4. Operating Precautions

！ WARNING
Immediately shut the Battery Module and UPS off if it malfunctions, or if an unusual odor
or noise is observed. Failure to do so may result in a fire.
To avoid electric shock, do not open the cover that is not specified in this manual.
There is danger of electric shock and equipment damage.

PROHIBITED
Do not smoke or use an open flame near the Battery Module, as it could cause the Battery Module to explode
or rupture, resulting in injury or fire.
Do not place containers of liquid, such as a flower vase, on the Battery Module. If the container was to spill,
the liquid could cause a short circuit, resulting in sparks or fire inside the Battery Module.
Do not sit, step or lean on the Battery Module, as bodily injury could result if the Battery Module
was to fall.
Do not operate the switches with wet hands. There is danger of electric shock.
All repairs and modifications to the Battery Module are prohibited. The Battery Module contains high voltage
and no user serviceable parts. Opening the cover, exchanging the battery, parts exchange, and repair can result
in electric shock and damage to the Battery Module when performed by anyone other than qualified service
personnel. All such repairs and modifications will void the warranty.

！ CAUTION
Do not touch the Battery Module and UPS, including the cables, if you hear thunder nearby.
There is danger of electric shock from a lightning strike.

Before starting the Battery Module and UPS, make sure that the load side is safe. Be sure to refer to the
Instruction and Installation manual while operating the UPS and Battery Module. If power is supplied
incorrectly, an electric shock or bodily injury could result.

5. Maintenance and Inspection Precautions

！ CAUTION
Maintenance and repair of the inside of the Battery Module should be performed only by technically
qualified personnel. Electric shock, bodily injury and burns, fuming, or fire could otherwise result.
Contact your nearest sales representative or authorized service center to have the Battery Module checked out
or to replace defective parts. Opening the cover carelessly can result in an electric shock or burn.
Replace the batteries periodically (once every 4.5 years when operated at 25 C (77ﾟF)).
Using batteries after their service life has expired may cause a fire.
Never use organic chemicals such as gasoline, thinner, benzene or detergent to clean batteries.
These can cause the casing to crack and leak, resulting in fire.
Do not allow sharp metallic objects or fingers to touch the battery connectors of the Battery Module. Doing so
may result in an electric shock.
Do not touch any parts inside the Battery Module, even when AC input is removed.
Voltage produced from the batteries can still cause an electric shock.

！
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6. Battery Handling Precautions

！ CAUTION
Battery servicing should be performed by technically qualified personnel. Keep unqualified personnel away
from batteries.
Replace batteries only with the same model and brand: HRL1234WF2FR manufactured by CSB BATTERY Co.,
LTD. Risk of explosion if battery is replaced by an incorrect type.
The batteries in this product are lead type batteries which are a reusable resource. Please cooperate by
recycling when replacing or disposing of used batteries. Dispose of used batteries according to the instructions.
Customers should not dispose of used batteries themselves. To dispose of used batteries, contact your nearest
sales representative, an authorized industrial waste handling company, or repack them in their original cartons
and send them to your supplier or SANYO DENKI.
Do not use batteries after their service life has expired. Doing so may result in fuming or fire. Additionally, the
battery backup function may fail to operate with such batteries, so that power will not supplied to the load
when a power outage occurs.
Batteries pose hazards for electrical shock and dangerous short-circuit current. The following precautions
should be observed when working with batteries.
a. Remove watches, rings and other metal objects.
b. Use insulated tools.
c. Wear rubber gloves and boots.
d. Do not lay tools or metal parts on top of batteries.
e. Disconnect the charging source prior to connecting or disconnecting battery terminals.
f. Determine whether the batteries have been inadvertently grounded, and if so, remove the source of
grounding. Contact with any part of a grounded battery can result in electric shock.
Do not attempt to open or disassemble batteries. The electrolyte is harmful to the skin and eyes. The battery
contains diluted sulfuric acid, which is extremely toxic. If a battery leaks, take appropriate measures to prevent
any battery fluid contacting your skin or clothing. Diluted sulfuric acid may cause blindness if it gets into the
eye, may burn skin upon contact. It is electrically conductive and corrosive. Observe the following procedures if
electrolyte spills:
a. Wear full eye protection and protective clothing.
b. If sulfuric acid contacts the skin, wash it off immediately with water.
c. If sulfuric acid contacts the eyes, flush thoroughly and immediately with water, and seek medical
attention.
d. Spilled sulfuric acid should be washed down with a suitable acid-neutralizing agent, such as a solution
of approximately one pound (500 grams) bicarbonate of soda in one gallon (4 liters) of water. The
bicarbonate of soda solution should be applied until evidence of reaction (foaming) has ceased. The
resulting liquid should be flushed with water and the area dried.
Lead acid batteries can present a risk of fire due to generation of hydrogen gas. The following procedures
should always be followed:
a. DO NOT SMOKE when near batteries.
b. DO NOT allow flames or sparks near batteries.
c. Before working with batteries, discharge static electricity from the body by first touching a grounded
metal surface before touching the batteries.
If a fire occurs near a battery, do not use water to extinguish it. Use only a powder-distinguishing agent (ABC).
Using water can cause the fire to spread.
Do not dispose of batteries in fire, as they could explode.
Strictly observe the following precautions when handling the batteries. Failure to do so may cause battery
leakage, overheating or explosion.
a. Do not solder to any part of the battery directly.
b. Do not charge the battery with reversed positive (+) and negative (-) terminal polarity.
c. Do not mix different battery types, brands or versions.
d. Do not attempt to peel off or break the outer covering of a battery.
e. Do not subject batteries to strong physical shock, or throw them away.
f. Clean batteries with water-moistened cloth squeezed hard. Do not use organic compounds such as
gasoline, thinner, benzene or detergent.
g. Electrical energy may remain in a battery even after its service life has expired.
Do not allow sparks near used batteries, and protect them from short-circuiting.

！
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§3. For Proper Operation
(1) Power supply environment
If the Battery Module and UPS are used in an environment subject to long and frequent power
outages (more than once a week), the batteries may not receive sufficient charge, which could result
in foreshortened battery life and premature battery failure
(2) If the Battery Module and UPS are not operated for a long period, the batteries may require
recharging. If the batteries in the Battery Module and UPS are left uncharged, their service life will
be greatly foreshortened. In accordance with the storage environment of the Battery Module and
UPS as shown below, recharge (refresh charge) the batteries for the time specified in the table in
page 24. See the section “UPS Charge” in the UPS Instruction Manual for how to charge.
Storage Temperature
25°C
30°C
40°C

Charge Interval
Once every 6 months
Once every 4 months
Once every 2 months

(3) Rack support rails (not supplied) are required to mount the Battery Module on a rack. For details,
contact your supplier or Sanyo Denki representative.

The safety precautions and usage precautions for the UPS are described in the UPS Instruction Manual.
When using the Battery Module, be sure to read the UPS Instruction Manual.

§4. Warranty
The Battery Module shall be warranted in accordance with the warranty of the UPS.
Refer to “Warranty” in the UPS Instruction Manual for details.
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§5.Checking the Contents of the Package
After opening the package carton, check to be sure that it contains all of the following items.
The accessories vary depending on the Battery Module model. Check your Battery Module, then check the
accessories shown in the following lists. If any item is missing, contact your supplier or SANYO DENKI.
Are Battery Module and all accessories in ?
Is there no visible damage on the Battery Module?
Check and put the mark in □ .
Note about sale or transfer of ownership
If you sell the Battery Module or transfer ownership to a
third party, all accessories and other items supplied with
the Battery Module must be sold or transferred together
with the Battery Module.

BC-E11A102US
BC-E11A152US
BC-E11A202US
BC-E11A102US,

□

BC-E11A

BC-E11A152US,

□

1

BC-E11A202US
Instruction Manual
English
1
Japanese 1

BC-E11A

□

Rack mount bracket
Right 1, Left 1

□ Battery cable

1

□

□

Floor mounting bracket

2

□

Floor mounting
bracket for UPS

□

□

Battery cable cover

1

1

Screws for brackets 10

M4×6

2

BC-E11A102US, BC-E11A152US

Coupling bracket

BC-E11A202US

□

Battery cable cover

1
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BC-E11A102USL
BC-E11A152USL
BC-E11A202USL
BC-E11A102USL,

□

BC-E11A152USL,

BC-E11A 1

□

BC-E11A202USL

Instruction Manual
English
1
Japanese 1

BC-E11A

□

□

Rack mount bracket
Right 1, Left 1

Floor mounting bracket

□

□

2

8

Floor mounting
bracket for UPS

□

Battery cable cover B 1

M4×6

1

□

Screws for battery cable cover
M3×6 4

BC-E11A202USL

□

Battery cable cover A 1

Screws for brackets 10

2

Shot Battery cable

BC-E11A152USL

□

1

Coupling bracket

□

Long Battery cable 1
(with protective cover)

BC-E11A102USL,

□

□

Battery cable cover A 1

□

Battery cable cover B 1

Checking the Contents of the Package

BC-E11A302US
BC-E11A302US100V
BC-E11A302US,

□

BC-E11A

1

BC-E11A302US100V

□

Instruction Manual
English
1
Japanese 1

BC-E11A

□

Rack mount bracket
Right 1, Left 1

□

□

Coupling bracket

Battery cable cover

□

Battery cable

1

Floor mounting bracket

Screws for brackets 8

BC-E11A302US100V
3

□

Floor mounting bracket

□

2

Screws for brackets 6

M4×6

M4×6

□
□

□

1

BC-E11A302US

□

1

Bushings 6

Bushings 10
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§6. External Dimensions and Part Names
inches

86
3.39 inches

440
17.32

BC‑E11A

(Inside cover)③

(Inside cover)③

BC-E11A102US
BC-E11A102USL
(Inside cover)②

①(Inside cover)

BC-E11A152US
BC-E11A152USL
(Inside cover)②

①(Inside cover)

BC-E11A202US
BC-E11A202USL
(Inside cover)②

①(Inside cover)

BC-E11A302US
BC-E11A302US100V
(Inside cover)②

No.

Name

Label

① Battery breaker

③ Battery connector

Function

BATT MCCB

② External Battery connector

②(Inside cover)

(Inside cover)①

EXT.BATT
−

Breaker to protect the battery circuits
Battery connector for the external battery or UPS
Battery connector for battery pack

The depth and mass of Battery module are as follows.
Battery module Model
BCE11A102US
BCE11A102USL
BCE11A152US
BCE11A152USL
BCE11A202US
BCE11A202USL
BCE11A302US
BCE11A302US100V

10

Battery module
kg
lbs
20
44
29
63.8
26
57.3
38
83.6
34
75
47
103.4
52
114.6
50
110.2

Mass (kg)
Inside Battery pack (per pack)
kg
lbs
6
13.2
−
−
9
19.4
−
−
12
26.5
−
−
20
44.1
18
39.7

Depth
mm
408
508
500
600
565
630
750
660

inches
16.06
19.99
19.68
23.61
22.24
24.80
29.53
25.98

Installation

§7. Installation

！
CAUTION

When installing the Battery Module, carefully follow the instructions in this
Instruction Manual. Improper installation can result in electric shock, bodily injury,
and/or fire.
Install the Battery Module on a stable surface that can bear the mass. This surface
should be flat, so the Battery Module cannot fall and cause bodily injury. The
possibility of vibration and shock should be minimized at the installation location.
All work that involves lifting the Battery Module should be carried out by at least 2
persons. For safety, put on protective shoes. Be careful to avoid straining your lower
back when moving and installing the Battery Module.
There is a danger that the Battery Module could fall or be dropped during relocation
or installation. Hold the bottom of the unit firmly with both hands. Failure to do so
can result in bodily injury or damage to the Battery.

§7.1 Installation Environment Check
Note

Suitable installation environment:
Ambient temperature: 0 to 40°C (32 to 104°F)
Relative humidity: 20 to 90%
Do not install the UPS and Battery Module in the following
locations:
Where the ambient temperature exceeds 40°C (104°F).
Where high humidity may occur.
Where corrosive gas or salt spray may be present.
Where it may be subject to vibration and shock.
Where dust may accumulate.
When the Battery Module and UPS are rack mounted,
in a poorly ventilated rack.

Battery service life will be foreshortened if the
Battery Module is used in an environment where
the ambient temperature exceeds 30°C (86°F).
For optimum battery life, install the Battery
Module where the ambient temperature remains
between 20 to 25°C (68 to 77°F).

§7.2 Installation Space Check
During installation, provide the following space around the Battery Module and UPS.
At least 20 cm (about 8 inches) at the front and back as air intake or exhaust space for cooling.
At least 1 meter (about 40 inches) from CRT displays to allow for slight leakage of magnetic flux.
Allow some space from devices which might be affected by magnetic flux.

At least 20cm(8 inches)
Back

At least 1m(40in.)

Front
At least 20cm(8 inches)
Note for installation
For maintenance of the Battery Module allow for the space at least 1 meter (40 inches) at the front and back when
needed.
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§7.3 Battery Connector Connection Before Installation

！
CAUTION

Wear insulated gloves and take other precautions when connecting the batteries.
Otherwise electric shock can result.
Model
Voltage
There is a constant voltage (see the table) at the battery
BC-E11A102US
appox. 24 V
terminals. Do not touch them with your hands or short
BC-E11A152US
appox. 36 V
BC-E11A202US
appox. 48 V
circuit them. Bodily injury can result.
BC-E11A302US100V appox. 60 V
The battery connector cannot be inserted in the wrong
BC-E11A302US
appox. 72 V
orientation. If it does not go in, do not try to force it.
Doing so can damage the connector and result in electric shock.
Be careful not to get your hands caught when securing the cover.

Connect the battery connectors inside the front cover before installation.
Proceed as follows to connect the battery connectors. ( Since BC-E11A*USL is connected, connection is
unnecessary.)
① Remove the cover of BATT MCCB
BATT MCCB is set to “OFF”.

Note
The removed cover is attached in the §8 Wiring , so
leave it removed. Do not lose the cover and screw.
In this manual, the figure without model name shows
the examples of BC-E11A102US model. Back panel
configuration of other models differs, however the
procedures are identical to BC-E11A102US.

Breaker is “OFF”

②
③
④
⑤

on the back panel of the Battery Module, and check that

Remove two front panels of the Battery Module.
Remove the screw on the right side of the battery cover, and then remove the battery cover.
Remove the insulation tapes from the battery connectors of the battery pack side.
Connect the battery connectors.
⑤The connector cannot be inserted in the
wrong orientation. Check the correct
insert orientation, and push in until you
hear a click.

②Remove by sliding in the
direction of the arrow while
firmly pressing the two
locations indicated by ●.

③Remove the screw, and remove
the battery cover by sliding in the
direction of the arrow.
Do not lose the screw.

⑥ Attach the battery cover.
⑦ Attach two front panels.
⑥Insert four claws on the top and bottom into
the slit. Slide the cover in and secure with
the screw on the right side.

⑦First catch the claws, then
push the outside in.

Note
When connecting the multiple battery
modules, connect all battery connectors
of all battery modules.

This completes the preparation before installation.
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§7.4 Vertical Installation

！
CAUTION

Attach the floor mounting brackets to the Battery Module securely. Unless the
Battery Module is secured solidly in place, it can shift or fall during seismic events
(earthquakes) or when it is subjected to shock or vibration, possibly causing bodily
injury.
The value of the mass of a Battery Module is shown in the table of §6. All work that
involves lifting the Battery Module, such as attaching the stand, should be carried out
by at least 2 persons. For safety, put on protective shoes. Bodily injury can result if
the Battery Module falls. Be careful to avoid straining your lower back when moving
and installing the UPS.
Be careful not to get your hands caught when installing the brackets.

Control panel

UPS

BC‑E11A***US

When the Battery Module and UPS are vertically installed, attach supplied floor mounting brackets. And
affix the Battery module and UPS with coupling brackets.
Always place the UPS at the left side and the Battery Module at the right side. Additionally, place the UPS
with the control panel on the top and the Battery Module with the logo on the top as shown below.

Logo
Battery
Module
Battery
Module
ジ

UPS

Logo

Control panel
BC‑E11A***US

① Prepare the floor mounting brackets, coupling brackets, screws and bushings supplied, as shown in the
following figures.
Note
The following parts are necessary to install one Battery
Module. When multiple Battery Modules are installed,
prepare the parts for the connecting quantity units.

BC-E11A102US, BC-E11A102USL
BC-E11A152US, BC-E11A152USL
BC-E11A202US, BC-E11A202USL
Floor mounting bracket 2

Floor mounting bracket
with For UPS label 2

Coupling bracket 1

Screws M4×6 10

Coupling bracket 1

Screws M4×6 6

BC-E11A302US100V
Floor mounting bracket 2

Bushings

6

Bushings

10

BC-E11A302US
Floor mounting bracket 3

Coupling bracket 1

Screws M4×6 8
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② Attach the floor mounting brackets on the left side of the UPS.
BC-E11A102, 152, 202***
When the stands are attached on the UPS, remove
these, then attach the floor mounting brackets.
When multiple Battery Modules are installed, the
floor mounting brackets for the UPS supplied with
No.2 or No.3 Battery Module are not used.
② Attach two floor mounting
brackets with screws.

BC-E11A302US,100V
When using BC-E11A302***, attach the floor
mounting brackets supplied with UPS.

③ Open the package and then use screws to attach the floor mounting brackets (no label) to the holes on
the left side while leaving the packaging beneath the Battery module.
The attaching direction of the floor
mounting bracket for the rear side.
Rear side

Attach the bracket so that the
installation holes are on the rear
side.

The attaching direction of the floor
mounting bracket for the front side.

Front side

BC-E11A302US
When using BC-E11A302US, attach three floor mounting brackets.

Attach the bracket so that the
installation holes are on the front side.

Rear side: two places

Front side: one place

④ Place the UPS and Battery module with the floor mounting brackets on the bottom.
Arrange the Battery Module at right side of UPS. When installing two or more Battery Modules,
arrange the second Battery Module at the right side of the first Battery Modeul.
⑤ Couple the UPS and Battery Module using the coupling bracket.

Coupling bracket

⑤The coupling bracket has a front and back side.
Insert the screws from the front face where the
holes are countersunk.

Note
When installing multiple Battery Modules,
couple the Battery Module one by one.
Do not move the UPS and Battery modules
with coupled status.
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⑥ Insert the bushings into the unused holes on the Battery Module and UPS.
⑦ Fix the Battery Module and UPS on the floor using a bolt. Refer to §12 “Floor Fixing Dimension” for
details.
Note
The inserting positions of the bushings vary depending on the Battery Module model. Insert the
bushings into all unused holes on the top of the UPS and Battery Modules. The figure below shows the
inserting position of BC-E11A302US.
The fixing places on the floor are six places for BC-E11A302US, and four places for other Models. The
bolts for fixing on the floor are not supplied. Prepare the suitable bolts by customer.

BC-E11A302US

Insert the bushings supplied with
the Battery Modules into the holes.

Fix the left and right holes of
the floor mounting brackets on
the floor with the bolts.

Insert the bushings supplied with the UPS
or Battery Modules into the holes.

⑧ Check that all screws are secured.

This completes vertical installation.
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§7.5 Rack Mounting

！
CAUTION

Attach the rack mounting brackets to the Battery Module and mount it to the rack
securely. Unless the Battery Module is secured in the rack, it can shift or fall during
seismic events (earthquakes) or when it is subjected to shock or vibration, possibly
causing bodily injury.
The value of the mass of a Battery Module is shown in the table of §6. All work that
involves lifting the UPS, such as mounting it in a rack, should be carried out by at
least 2 persons. For safety, put on protective shoes. Bodily injury can result if the
Battery Module falls. Be careful to avoid straining your lower back when moving and
installing the Battery Module.
For safety, use L-type rails (support rails) when mounting the Battery Module in a
rack. (Contact the manufacturer of your rack for more information about L-type rails.)

The Battery Module is designed for mounting in 19-inches racks only. Refer to §7.2 “Installation Space Check”
and make sure you secure enough ventilation space in front of and behind the Battery Module. Do not place
other objects on top of the Battery Module. Doing so can damage the Battery Module. The Battery Module is
heavy (refer to the table in the page 10), installation at the very bottom of the rack is recommended. Always
use L-type rails (support rails) when mounting the Battery Module in a rack. (Contact the manufacturer of
your rack for more information about L-type rails.)
Note on installation of Battery Module and UPS
Do not stack the UPS and Battery Modules horizontally on the
floor as shown in the figure.
Be sure to mount these in the rack when installing horizontally.
Failure to do so can damage the UPS and Battery Modules.

① Prepare the left and right rack mounting brackets, four screws, and bushings supplied.
Note

BC-E11A102US, BC-E11A102USL
BC-E11A152US, BC-E11A152USL
BC-E11A202US, BC-E11A202USL
Rack mounting bracket
Left 1
Right 1

The following parts are necessary to install one Battery
Module. When multiple Battery Modules are installed,
prepare the parts for the connecting quantity units.

Screws M4×6 4

BC-E11A302US100V
Rack mounting bracket
Left 1
Right 1

Screws M4×6 4

Bushings

6

Screws M4×6 4

Bushings

10

BC-E11A302US
Rack mounting bracket
Left 1
Right 1
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② Open the package and then use screws to attach the left and right rack mounting brackets to the holes
on the side while leaving the packaging beneath the Battery module.

BC-E11A302***
Rear side

②Attach the left and right rack mounting
brackets so that the large and small holes
are on the bottom.

Front side

Tip for BC-E11A302
When using BC-E11A302***, the holes of both positions
shown in the figure are available to attach the rack
mounting brackets. Use the holes so that the rack
mounting brackets match to the using rack.

③ Insert the bushings into the unused holes on the left side of the Battery Module.
BC-E11A302US

Note
The inserting positions of the bushings vary depending on the
Battery Module model. Insert the bushings into all unused holes
on the side of the Battery Modules. The figure below shows the
inserting position of BC-E11A302US.

④ Mount the Battery Modules in the rack using the L-type rails (support rails).

L-type rails (support rails)

UPS
Battery Module

Note
When the Battery modules are expanded, install the additional modules under the first Battery Module.
The support (L type) rails are not supplied.

This completes rack mounting.
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§8. Wiring
The wiring method differs depending on the Battery Module model. Check the model name and see the
related section of each model.

§8.1 BC-E11A102, 152, 202US Model Wiring

！
CAUTION

Wiring should be performed only by technically qualified personnel. Incorrect
wiring can result in electric shock, injury or fire.
The battery connectors should be securely connected and must be tight. Loose
connections can cause electric shock, injury or fire.
Do not remove the unused connector cover. Doing so can short circuit and result
in electric shock.
Be sure to attach the cable cover to avoid the danger of electric shock. The cable
cover is used for grounding of the UPS and Battery Modules. Be careful not to
get your hands caught when securing the cover.
Wear insulated gloves and take other precautions when
Model
Voltage (max.)
wiring. Otherwise electric shock can result. There is a BC-E11A102US appox. 24 V
constant voltage (see the table) at the battery terminals. BC-E11A152US appox. 36 V
Do not touch them with your hands or short circuit them. BC-E11A202US appox. 48 V
Bodily injury can result.
The battery connector cannot be inserted in the wrong orientation. If it does not go in,
do not try to force it. Doing so can damage the connector and result in electric shock.

The following figures in the wiring procedures show the examples of the rack mounting Battery Module.
When installing vertically on the floor, use the same wiring procedure as below.
①

Prepare the one battery cable and one battery cable cover.
Battery cable cover

Battery cable

1

1

Note
The following parts are necessary to install one Battery
Module. When multiple Battery Modules are installed,
prepare the parts for the connecting quantity units.

②

③
④
⑤
⑥

BC-E11A102US
BC-E11A152US

BC-E11A202US

When using the UPS and Battery Module in the rack, check that these are securely fixed on the rack.
When using the UPS and Battery Module on the floor, check that these are securely fixed on the floor,
and coupled with the coupling bracket.
Check that the UPS is “OFF”. See “UPS Shutdown (If not to be used for more than a week” in the UPS
Instruction Manual for details.
Check that the battery breaker BATT MCCB is “OFF”.
Remove the connector cover “EXT.BATT” of the UPS and Battery Module.
Do not remove the cover of the unused connectors.
Connect the battery cable to the “EXT.BATT” connector of the UPS and the “EXT.BATT” connector of
Battery Module.

The figure shows examples of BC-E11A102US,
152US model. Back panel configuration of
BC-E11A202US differs, however the wiring
method is identical to BC-E11A102US.

⑥Either end of the battery cable can be
connected to the UPS or Battery Module.
Push in until you hear a click.

Breaker is “OFF”.
⑤Remove the screws and remove the
connector covers. The removed screws are
used for attaching the battery cable cover.

Do not remove the cover
of the unused connectors.
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Note
Store the connector covers to use for covering the
connectors when discarding the battery module.
Do not remove the cover of the unused connectors.

Wiring

⑦
⑧

Check that the battery cable is connected properly.
Attach the battery cable cover.

Note
The cable cover is used for grounding of the UPS and
Battery Module. Be sure to attach the cable cover.
Be careful not to pinch the cable when securing the
cover.

⑧Attach the battery cable cover using
the screws removed by step ⑤.

Proceed to step ⑨ when connecting multiple Battery Modules.
Proceed to step ⑬ when connecting one Battery Modules.
The following procedures show the examples of three Battery Modules connections.

⑨
⑩
⑪
⑫

Remove four covers of “EXT.BATT” connectors on the No.1 to No.3 Battery Modules.
Do not remove the cover of unused connector.
Note
Connect the supplied battery cable to “EXT.BATT” connectors.
The
cable cover is used for grounding of
Check that the battery cables are connected properly.
the UPS and Battery Modules. Be sure
Attach the battery cable covers on two places.
to attach the cable cover.
Be careful not to pinch the cable when
securing the cover.

⑩Connect the battery cables.
Push in until you hear a click.

⑨Remove the screws and
remove the connector
covers. The removed screws
are used for attaching the
battery cable cover.

Do not remove the cover
of the unused connectors.

⑬
⑭
⑮

⑫Attach the battery cable cover using
the screws removed by step ⑨.

Check that the battery cable covers are connected securely.
Set all BATT MCCB battery breakers on the back panel of the Battery Modules to “ON”.
Attach the covers of all battery breakers.

⑭Set to “ON”.
⑮Attach the breaker
covers.
The figure shows rear view of three Battery
Modules connection.

Note
When connecting multiple Battery Modules,
set all BATT MCCB battery breakers to “ON”.

This completes the wiring for BC-E11A102, 152, 202US model.
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§8.2 BC-E11A102, 152, 202USL Model Wiring

！
CAUTION

Wiring should be performed only by technically qualified personnel. Incorrect
wiring can result in electric shock, injury or fire.
The battery connectors should be securely connected and must be tight. Loose
connections can cause electric shock, injury or fire.
Do not remove the unused connector cover. Doing so can short circuit and result
in electric shock.
Be sure to attach the cable cover to avoid the danger of electric shock. The cable
over is used for grounding of the UPS and Battery Unit. Be careful not to get
your hands caught when securing the cover.
Wear insulated gloves and take other precautions when
Model
Voltage (max.)
wiring Otherwise electric shock can result. There is a BC-E11A102USL appox. 24 V
constant voltage (see the table) at the battery terminals. BC-E11A152USL appox. 36 V
Do not touch them with your hands or short circuit them. BC-E11A202USL appox. 48 V
Bodily injury can result.
The battery connector cannot be inserted in the wrong orientation. If it does not go in,
do not try to force it. Doing so can damage the connector and result in electric shock.

The following figures in the wiring procedures show the examples of the rack mounting Battery Module.
When installing vertically on the floor, use the same wiring procedure as below.
①

Prepare the long battery cable, short battery cable, A and B battery cable cover and screws.
Long battery cable
1
(with protective cover)

Short battery cable

BC-E11A102USL
BC-E11A152USL
Battery cable cover A

②

③
④
⑤
⑥

1

Screws M3×6 4

BC-E11A202USL
Battery cable cover B

1

1

Battery cable cover A

1

Battery cable cover B

1

When using the UPS and Battery Module in the rack, check that these are securely fixed on the rack.
When using the UPS and Battery Module on the floor, check that these are securely fixed on the floor,
and coupled with the coupling bracket.
Check that the UPS is “OFF”. See “UPS Shutdown (If not to be used for more than a week” in the UPS
Instruction Manual for details.
Check that the battery breaker BATT MCCB is “OFF”.
Remove the connector covers “EXT.BATT” of the UPS and Battery Module.
Do not remove the cover of the unused connectors.
Connect the long battery cable (with protective cover) to the “EXT.BATT” connector of the UPS and the
“EXT.BATT” connector of Battery Module.
Breaker is “OFF”.

⑥Connect the long battery cover.
Either end of the battery cable can be
connected to the UPS or Battery Module.
Push in until you hear a click.

⑤Remove the screws and remove the
connector covers. The removed screws are
used for attaching the battery cable covers.

Note
Do not remove the cover
of the unused connectors.
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Store the connector covers to use for covering the
connectors when discarding the battery module.
Do not remove the cover of the unused connectors.

Wiring

⑦
⑧
⑨

Check that the battery cable is connected properly.
Attach the battery cover A.
Attach the battery cover B.

Note
The cable covers are used for grounding of the UPS and
Battery Modules. Be sure to attach the cable covers.
Be careful not to pinch the cable when securing the
covers.

⑧ Attach the battery cover A
using supplied screws.

⑨ Attach the battery cable cover B
using the screws removed by step ⑤.

Proceed to step ⑩ when connecting two Battery Modules.
Proceed to step ⑭ when connecting one Battery Module.

⑩
⑪
⑫
⑬

Remove two covers of “EXT.BATT” connectors on the No.1 and No.2 Battery Modules.
Do not remove the cover of unused connector.
Connect the short battery cable to “EXT.BATT” connectors.
Check that the battery cables are connected properly.
Note
Attach the battery cable cover.

⑪Connect the short battery
cable. Push in until you
hear a click.

The cable covers are used for grounding of the UPS and
Battery Modules. Be sure to attach the cable covers.
Be careful not to pinch the cable when securing the
covers.

Do not remove the cover
of the unused connectors.

⑩Remove the screws and remove the
connector covers. The removed screws are
used for attaching the battery cable cover.

⑭
⑮
⑯

⑬ Attach the battery cable cover using
the screws removed by step ⑩.

Check that the battery cable covers are connected securely.
Set all BATT MCCB battery breakers on the back panel of the Battery Modules to “ON”.
Attach the covers of all battery breakers.

⑮Set to “ON”.

⑯Attach the
breaker covers.

The figure shows rear view of two
Battery Modules connection.

Note
When connecting two Battery Modules,
set two BATT MCCB battery breakers to “ON”.

This completes the wiring for BC-E11A102, 152, 202USL model.
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§8.3 BC-E11A302US, 302US100V Model Wiring

！
CAUTION

Wiring should be performed only by technically qualified personnel. Incorrect
wiring can result in electric shock, injury or fire.
The battery connectors should be securely connected and must be tight. Loose
connections can cause electric shock, injury or fire.
Do not remove the unused connector cover. Doing so can short circuit and result
in electric shock.
Be sure to attach the cable cover to avoid the danger of electric shock. The able
cover is used for grounding of the UPS and Battery Modules. Be careful not to
et your hands caught when securing the cover.
Wear insulated gloves and take other precautions when
wiring. Otherwise electric shock can result. There is a
Model
Voltage
constant voltage (see the table) at the battery terminals.
BC-E11A302US
appox. 72 V
Do not touch them with your hands or short circuit BC-E11A302U100V appox. 60 V
them. Bodily injury can result.
The battery connector cannot be inserted in the wrong orientation. If it does not go in,
do not try to force it. Doing so can damage the connector and result in electric shock.

The following figures in the wiring procedures show the examples of the rack mounting Battery Module.
When installing vertically on the floor, use the same wiring procedure as below.
①

Prepare the one battery cable and one battery cable cover.

Battery cable

②

③
④
⑤
⑥

Battery cable cover

1

1

When using the UPS and Battery Module in the rack, check that these are securely fixed on the rack.
When using the UPS and Battery Module on the floor, check that these are securely fixed on the floor,
and coupled with the coupling bracket.
Check that the UPS is “OFF”. See “UPS Shutdown (If not to be used for more than a week” in the UPS
Instruction Manual for details.
Check that the battery breaker BATT MCCB is “OFF”.
Remove the connector cover “EXT.BATT” of the UPS and Battery Module.
Do not remove the cover of the unused connectors
Connect the battery cable to the “EXT.BATT” connector of the UPS and the “EXT.BATT” connector of
Battery Module.
Breaker is “OFF”

⑥ Either end of the battery cable can be
connected to the UPS or Battery Module.
Push in until you hear a click.
⑤Remove the screws and remove the
connector covers. The removed screws are
used for attaching the battery cable cover.

Note
Store the connectors cover to use for covering the
connectors when discarding the battery module.
Do not remove the cover of the unused connectors.

Do not remove the cover
of the unused connectors.

⑦
⑧

Check that the battery cable is connected properly.
Attach the battery cable cover.

Note
The cable cover is used for grounding of the UPS and
Battery Module. Be sure to attach the cable cover.
Be careful not to pinch the cable when securing the
cover.

⑧Attach the battery cable cover using
the screws removed by step ⑤.

Proceed to step ⑨ when connecting multiple Battery Modules.
Proceed to step ⑬ when connecting one Battery Module.
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The following procedures show examples that three Battery Modules are connected.
⑨
⑩
⑪
⑫

Remove four covers of “EXT.BATT” connectors on the No.1 to No.3 Battery Modules.
Do not remove the cover of unused connector.
Connect the battery cable to “EXT.BATT” connectors.
Check that the battery cables are connected properly.
Attach the battery cable covers on two places.

⑩Connect the battery cables.
Push in until you hear a click.

Do not remove the cover
of the unused connectors.

⑬
⑭
⑮

⑫ Attach the battery cable cover
using the screws removed by
step ⑨.

Note

⑨Remove the screws and remove the
connector covers. The removed
screws are used for attaching the
battery cable cover.

The cable cover is used for grounding
of the UPS and Battery Modules.
Be sure to attach the cable cover.
Be careful not to pinch the cable when
securing the cover.

Check that the battery cable covers are connected securely.
Set all BATT MCCB battery breakers on the back panel of the Battery Modules to “ON”.
Attach the covers of all battery breakers.

⑭Set to “ON”.

The figure shows rear view of
three Battery Modules connection.

⑮Attach the breaker covers.

Note
When connecting multiple Battery Modules,
set all

BATT MCCB

battery breakers to “ON”.

This completes the wiring for BC-E11A302US and 302US100V Model.
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§9．Preparation Before Operation
Perform the following settings or operation before operating the UPS.
① Set the backup time in the user settings menu.
See the table below to check the setting value of the backup time of your Battery Module configuration.
See the section of “Setting Battery Backup Time” in the UPS Instruction Manual or User Settings
Guide for details.
② Reset the battery information in the user settings menu.
See the section of “Resetting Battery Information” in the UPS Instruction Manual or User Settings
Guide for details.
③ Charge the Battery Modules and UPS.
See the section of “UPS Charge” in the UPS Instruction Manual for details.
The charging time varies depending on the UPS model, Battery Module Model, or connecting unit
quantity. See the table below to check the charging time.
④ Perform a power outage test to confirm whether the UPS and Battery Modules are working properly.
See the section of “Outage Simulation Test” in the UPS Instruction Manual for details.
⑤ Start up the UPS.
See the section of “Operation Procedures” in the UPS Instruction Manual for details.

Backup time setting value and charging time list
UPS Model
E11A102****
A11H102U011

Battery Module Model
BC-E11A102US
BC-E11A102USL

E11A152****
A11H152U011

BC-E11A152US
BC-E11A152USL

E11A202****
A11H202U011

BC-E11A202US
BC-E11A202USL

E11A302****1
A11H302U011
E11A302****2

BC-E11A302US100V

BC-E11A302US

Connecting
unit qty.
1
2
3
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
3

Backup time
setting value (min.)
20
40
60
30
60
20
40
60
30
60
20
40
60
30
60
15
30
45
20
40
60

Charging time
36
60
84
48
84
36
60
84
48
84
36
60
84
48
84
36
48
60
36
60
84

Note on the charging time
The Battery Modules and UPS should be charged for at least specified hours to ensure backup in the event of a
power outage, but load devices can be connected for use when the UPS is first activated even if there is insufficient
charge because the battery will be charged during operation of the UPS. However, if a power outage occurs at that
stage, the full capacity of the backup function may not be available.
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§10. Maintenance

！
CAUTION

Internal maintenance and inspection should be performed only by technically
qualified personnel. Electric shock, injury, burning, fuming or fire could
otherwise result.
Before beginning inspection, shut down the UPS and the Battery Module completely,
and remove the input power. Failure to do so may result in an electric shock.
While the batteries are connected to the equipment, hazardous voltage is present.
Never touch any parts with your hand. Doing so may result in an electric shock.
Batteries should be replaced periodically.
Batteries used after their service life has passed may cause a fire.
Never use organic chemicals such as gasoline, thinner, benzene or detergent to clean
batteries. These can cause the casing to crack and leak, resulting in fire or current
leakage.
Never use a wet cloth to clean the Battery Module. Doing so may result in an electric
shock.
When cleaning, do not connect a vacuum cleaner to the outlet of the UPS. Doing so
may result in smoke or fire.

§10.1 Routine Checks
① Is the exterior of the Battery Module in any way damaged or deformed?
② Is an unusual sound or odor emitted from the Battery Module?
③ Is the installation environment of the Battery Module suitable?
Are things like humidity and temperature within the specified ranges?
⇒ See §7.1 “Installation Environment Check”.

④ Has the specified amount of space been provided at the front and back of the
Battery Module?
If the air intake or exhaust vent is blocked, the internal temperature of the Battery Unit rises, which
could result in a damage of the Battery Unit.
⇒ See §7.2 “Installation Space Check”.

⑤ Remove any dust or dirt adhering to the intake and exhaust vents.
Dust or dirt adhering to parts inside the Battery Module may cause it to malfunction.

⑥ Check the battery test results periodically.
The projected service life of the UPS is about 7 years. During this period, the battery must be
replaced periodically.
When the UPS is shipped from the factory, “Battery test” is set up to perform an automatic battery
test once every 180 days. Depending on the results of the test, exchange the battery.
⇒ See the section of “Battery Test” in the UPS Instruction Manual for details.

Estimated battery replacement interval
Battery service life is affected by operating conditions such as ambient temperature and the
number of discharge cycles.
Ambient temperature has a particularly strong influence as indicated in the following table.
Average Ambient
Operating Temperature

Projected Service
Life

25°C (77°F)
30°C (86°F)
35°C (95°F)
40°C (104°F)

5 years
3.5 years
2.5 years
1.7 years

Battery Replacement
Interval

4.5 years
3 years
2 years
1.5 years

Using a battery after its service life has expired may result in battery leakage, and in the worse
case, smoke, and fire. Request that the battery be replaced early as a preventative measure.
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§10.2 Battery Replacement
Battery replacement procedures vary depending on the Battery Module models. Check the using Battery
Module model, then refer to the section of each model.

§10.2.1 BC-E11A***US Model Battery Replacement
BC-E11A102US, BC-E11A152US, BC-E11A202US, BC-E11A302US, BC-E11A302US100V
When replacing the batteries, all battery packs of UPS and Battery Module should be replaced at the
same time. Do not mix new and old battery packs. You can replace the batteries without stopping the load
devices. However, this should be done as quickly as possible, because the UPS and the Battery Module
will be unable to provide backup power in the event of a power outage.

！
CAUTION

The battery pack weighs values shown in the table. Be careful not to drop it on your
feet. Bodily injury can result. Replacement of the Battery Module should be carried
out by at least 2 persons. For safety, put on protective shoes. Be careful to avoid
straining your lower back when moving and installing the Battery Module.
Wear insulated gloves and take other precautions
Battery pack weight Voltage
Model
when replacing the batteries. Otherwise electric
(V)
kg
lbs
BC-E11A102US
6
23.2
24
shock can result.
9
19.8
36
There is a constant voltage (see the table) at the BC-E11A152US
BC-E11A202US
12
26.5
48
battery terminals. Do not touch them with your BC-E11A302US
20
44.1
72
39.7
60
hands or short-circuit them. Bodily injury can BC-E11A302US100V 18
(approx.)
result.

The following procedures show the replacement of the battery packs of one Battery Module. When
installing two or more Battery Modules, replace the battery packs of all Battery Modules in the same
way.
①

Check the replacement battery model name.
Mode name: HRL1234WF2FR (manufactured by CSB BATTERY Co., LTD.)
Note on battery replacement
This Battery Module uses the battery HRL1234WF2FR manufactured by CSB BATTERY Co., LTD.
Since this battery is designed specifically for the Battery Module, do not use a different battery.
Do not substitute with any other type, and do not mix new and old batteries, as shortened battery life,
leakage, and heat could result.

②

③
④
⑤

Remove the battery breaker cover on the back panel of
Battery Module, then set the battery breaker BATT MCCB
to “OFF”.
Remove two front panels of the Battery Moduel.
Remove the screw on the right side of the battery cover,
and then remove the battery cover.
Disconnect two battery connectors.

Set to “OFF”

⑤Disconnect two battery connectors.
Insulate with tape or other insulator.

③Remove by sliding in the direction of
the arrow while firmly pressing the
two locations indicated by ●.
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④Remove this screw, and remove the
battery cover by sliding in the
direction of the arrow. Do not lose
the screw.

Maintenance

！
CAUTION
⑥
⑦

⑧

There is no retaining mechanism for the battery packs. Pull each battery pack out
slowly, support the bottom with your hand. Be careful not to drop it. Also be careful
not to pinch your fingers when setting the battery pack down.
The battery connector cannot be inserted in the wrong orientation. If it does not go in,
do not try to force it. Doing so can damage the connector and result in electric shock.

Pull two battery packs of the Battery Module out.
Insert two new battery packs into the Battery Module
so that the connector faces forward and is wired from
the bottom side.
Connect two battery connectors.
⑦Insert two new battery packs in
the direction of the arrow.
Scale*1

⑧The connectors cannot be inserted in
the wrong orientation. Check the
correct insert orientation, and push
in until you hear a click.

*1 When using BC-E11A302***
The figure shows examples of BC-E11A202US model.
The depth of Battery pack of BC-E11A102, 152 or
302US model varies. However, the exchange method is
identical to BC-E11A202US.

⑨
⑩

Attach the battery cover and secure the screw.
Attach two battery covers.

There is a scale on the top of BC-E11A302*** model. Pull
out the battery packs slowly and when a scale can be
seen on the top of the battery pack, support the bottom.
Be careful no to drop.

⑨ Insert four claws on the top and bottom
into the slit. Slide the cover in and secure
with the screw on the right side.

！
CAUTION

⑩First catch the claws, then
push the outside in.

Be careful not to get your hands
caught when securing the cover.

Note
When connecting multiple Battery Modules,
set all BATT MCCB battery breakers to “ON”.

⑪
⑫
⑬

Set the battery breaker BATT MCCB on the back panel of the Battery Module to “ON”.
Attach the battery breaker cover.
Perform the steps 2 to 5 in §9 “Prepration Before Operation”.

Note on the used battery
The batteries used in this product are lead type batteries which are a reusable resource. Please cooperate by recycling
when replacing or disposing of used batteries. Dispose of used batteries according to the instructions. To dispose of
used batteries, contact your nearest sales representative, an authorized industrial waste handling company, or
repack them in their original cartons and send them to your supplier. (An extra charge is required.)

This completes the battery pack exchange.
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§10.2.2 BC-E11A***USL Model Battery Replacement
BC-E11A102USL, BC-E11A152USL, BC-E11A202USL
When replacing the batteries, exchange the Battery Module. Additionally, the battery pack in the UPS
should be replaced at the same time. Do not mix new and old battery packs or Battery modules. You can
replace the batteries without stopping the load devices. However, this should be done as quickly as
possible, because the UPS and the Battery Module will be unable to provide backup power in the event of
a power outage.

！
CAUTION

①
②

③
④
⑤

The Battery Module weighs values shown in the table. Be careful not to drop it on
your feet. Bodily injury can result. Replacement of the Battery Module should be
carried out by at least 2 persons. For safety, put on protective shoes. Be careful to
avoid straining your lower back when moving and
Battery Module weight Voltage
Model
(V)
kg
lbs
installing the Battery Module.
29
63.9
24
Wear insulated gloves and take other precautions BC-E11A102USL
BC-E11A152USL
38
83.77
36
when replacing the batteries. Otherwise electric BC-E11A202USL
47
108
48
(approx.)
shock can result.
There is a constant voltage (see the table) at the battery terminals. Do not touch them
with your hands or short-circuit them. Bodily injury can result.

Check the replacement Battery Module model.
See §1.1 “Checking Modules”.
Remove the battery breaker cover on the back panel of
Battery Module, then set the battery breaker BATT MCCB
to “OFF”.
Remove all battery cable covers.
Remove all battery cables.
Remove the Battery Module.

Set to “OFF”

③Remove four screws, and
battery cable cover.

③Remove four screws, and remove
battery cable cover
When multiple Battery Modules
are installed, remove all battery
cable covers.

⑥
⑦
⑧
⑨
⑩

④Remove the battery cable.
When multiple Battery Modules are
installed, remove all battery cables.

Install the new Battery Module. See §7. “Installaion” for details.
Wire the UPS and Bttery Moduel. See §8.2 “BC-E11A102, 152 202 USL Model Wiring” for details.
Set the battery breaker BATT MCCB on the back panel of the Battery Module to “ON”.
Attach the battery breaker covers.
Perform the steps 2 to 5 in §9 “Prepration Before Operation”.
Note on the used battery

The batteries used in this product are lead type batteries which are a reusable resource. Please cooperate by recycling
when replacing or disposing of used batteries. Dispose of used batteries according to the instructions. To dispose of
used batteries, contact your nearest sales representative, an authorized industrial waste handling company, or
repack them in their original cartons and send them to your supplier. (An extra charge is required.)

This completes the Battery Module exchange.
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Specifications

§11. Specifications
BC-E11A***US
Item
UL Model
Type

Specification/Characteristic
BC-E11A102US
BC-E11A152US
BC-E11A202US
BC-E11A302US
BCE11A102A01US BCE11A152A01US BCE11A202A01US BCE11A302A01US

Battery Type

HRL1234WF2FR

Number of batteries 2 pcs. × 2 packs
Rated voltage
24V DC
Rated capacity
136W

3 pcs. × 2 packs
36V DC
204W

Backup time
Operating
environment
Saftey standards

Manufactered by
CSB BATTERY Co.,LTD

4 pcs. × 2 packs
48V DC
272W

20 minutes

Remarks

6 pcs. × 2 packs 2 parallel connection
72V DC
408W
At 15 min. rate
At 25°C (77°F) ambient
temperature, at rated load *2

*1

Ambient temperature: 0 to 40°C (32 to 104°F) Relative humidity: 20 to 90%

*3

UL1778-4th/C22.2 No.107.3-05-2nd, CE: EN62040-1:2008

*1. This backup time is including the backup time of battery inside the UPS.
*2. The backup time can be extended to 60 minutes by connecting the Battery Modules up to three units.
*3. Battery service life will be foreshortened if the UPS and the Battery Unit are used in an environment
where the ambient temperature exceeds 30°C (86°F).

BC-E11A***USL
Item
UL Model
Type

BC-E11A102USL
BCE11A102A02US

Battery Type
Number of atteries
Rated voltage
Rated capacity

Remarks
BC-E11A202USL
BCE11A202A02US
Manufactered by
CSB BATTERY Co.,LTD

HRL1234WF2FR
2 pcs. × 3 packs
24V DC
204W

Backup time
Operating
environment
Saftey standards

Specification/Characteristic
BC-E11A152USL
BCE11A152A02US
3 pcs. × 3 packs
36V DC
306W
30 minutes

4 pcs. × 3 packs
48V DC
408W
*1

Ambient temperature: 0 to 40°C (32 to 104°F) Relative humidity: 20 to 90%

3 parallel connection
At 15 min. rate
At 25°C (77°F) ambient
temperature, at rated load *2

*3

UL1778-4th/C22.2 No.107.3-05-2nd, CE: EN62040-1:2008

*1. This backup time is including the backup time of battery inside the UPS.
*2. The backup time can be extended to 60 minutes by connecting the Battery Modules up to two units.
*3. Battery service life will be foreshortened if the UPS and the Battery Unit are used in an environment
where the ambient temperature exceeds 30°C (86°F).

BC-E11A302US100V
Item

Specification/Characteristic

UL Model

BC-E11A302US100V

Type

BCE11A302A03US

Battery Type

HRL1234WF2FR

Manufactered by
CSB BATTERY Co.,LTD

Number of batteries

5 pcs. × 2 packs

2 parallel connection

Rated voltage

60V DC

Rated capacity

340W

Backup time

15 minutes

Operating
environment
Safty standard

Remarks

At 15 min. rate
*1

Ambient temperature: 0 to 40°C (32 to 104°F) Relative humidity: 20 to 90%

At 25°C (77°F) ambient
temperature, at rated load *2

*3

UL1778-4th/C22.2 No.107.3-05-2nd, CE: EN62040-1:2008

*1. This backup time is including the backup time of battery inside the UPS.
*2. The backup time can be extended to 45 minutes by connecting the Battery Modules up to three units.
*3. Battery service life will be foreshortened if the UPS and the Battery Unit are used in an environment
where the ambient temperature exceeds 30°C (86°F).
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Floor Fixing Dimensions

§12．Floor Fixing Dimensions
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Floor Fixing Dimensions

BC-E11A152US
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Floor Fixing Dimensions

BC-E11A202US
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BC-E11A302US
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